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How do we

Based on confidence
• Brands we know

• Retailers / suppliers

and trust

and trust
we know

• Trusted advice

make purchasing decisions ?
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Unknown Brands
• Low cost / risk
 we take the risk

• Higher cost / risk
 known supplier

How do we
make purchasing decisions ?

 trusted advice
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How do retailers
make purchasing decisions ?

Based on confidence
• Suppliers they know

• Suppliers they audited

• Trusted advice

and trust

 3rd party audits
 certification

themselves
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How are most
purchasing decisions made ?

Based on confidence
• Confidence level needed 

depends on
 quality needed
 financial risk
 technical risk
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Quality 
 International Standards

Confidence  =  Value

Risk
 Appropriate level of

Conformity Assessment



Standards and Conformity Assessment 
are like two sides of a coin…
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…neither side has value
without the other side

Standards  +
Conformity Assessment  =  Value

=  Confidence

Confidence  =  Value



Conformity Assessment (CA)

First party CA 
 Carried out by manufacturer, supplier
 SDoC, eg CE marking

Second party CA 
 Carried out by customer

Third party CA 
 Carried out by independent organization
 Independent from the supplier & end-user
 Can be test-reports, audit-reports,
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type-certification, full certification, etc

Checking that a product or service conforms to specified requirements

eg: checking in coming goods/materials 
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IEC
SD

ISO/IEC

global 
services

17000 series

CA

International 
Standards
for CA

How IEC CA Systems work
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Global CA services

• Professional CA bodies (CABs) 
• CABs anywhere in the world
• CABs must qualified to participate
• CABs help write the rules
• CABs must follow the rules
• CABs are regularly peer assessed

to check that rules are followed

• Membership organization

How IEC CA Systems work
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Members-Organisation
How IEC CA Systems work

Rules based
 IEC Statutes and Rules of Procedure

 Basic Rules of the CA Systems

 CA System’s Rules of Procedure

 Operational Documents (ODs) 
for testing, assessment & certification

including relevant ISO/IEC 17000 series

http://www.google.ch/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://admonkey.org/2009/04/27/on-rules/&ei=I_iOVNXNLsrXPeuVgbAJ&bvm=bv.81828268,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNE1lUrWe-a6ZyF6EYkIddx86ksjjg&ust=1418742107272085


Members-Organisation
How IEC CA Systems work

Rules based
• Members write the rules 

• Peer-assessment is used to check

• Participating CBs & TLs write 
operational documents (ODs)

 CBs & TLs competency & independence
 CBs & TLs know, understand

and apply the ODs

 common understanding & interpretation 
 harmonized testing methodology

 and must abide by the rules
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How IEC CA Systems work

• Peer assessment of

• Common understanding & 
interpretation of the standards

Consistent believable results
Value creation

because of…

• Harmonized testing methodologies 

o Competency & independence

 Mutual Recognition 
leads to…

o knowledge of common work practices
o application of common work practices

of CA results14



How IEC CA Systems work

• Cheaper access to markets

• Access to markets

Consistent believable results
Value creation

enables…

• Faster access to markets

• Low prices for consumers

• More choice for consumers

• Consistent quality 
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Decision sheets
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Kaizen
…also known as 
continuous improvement, 
is a long-term approach to 
work that systematically 
seeks to achieve small, 
incremental changes in 
processes in order to 
improve efficiency & quality.
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Key Customer
Captive Customer

vs

A Captive customer is a person or a 
company that has no other choice 
than to use a particular supplier. 
They are locked-in.
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Key Customer

A Key customer is a person or a company 
who gives a substantial amount of business 
to your organisation.

Are IEC CA Systems
captive or key customers ?

Captive Customer
vs

A Captive customer is a person or a 
company that has no other choice 
than to use a particular supplier. 
They are locked-in.
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IEC statistics
∼9’000 standards in IEC catalogue

∼90% with requirements

∼3’000 used by IEC CA Systems
 30% IEC catalogue

key customers

>100k certificates/year
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IEC statistics
∼9’000 standards in IEC catalogue

∼3’000 used by IEC CA Systems
>900 Decision Sheets
900/3’000 ≈ 30% 
of IEC standards 
need clarification

captive customers
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Decision sheets
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AC/31/2017
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AC/31/2017
1. Introduction
With reference to the SMB Decisions 156/14 and 159/19, this 
Administrative Circular provides further information about the 
feedback processes related to CA Systems decision sheets.
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AC/31/2017
2. Background
The IEC CA Systems are key customer users of IEC standards and their
feedback on the practical testing and verification of those standards is
valuable to the standards writers and should be treated accordingly. IEC
CA Systems have committees and expert groups that are harmonizing
the application of standards for conformity assessment purposes such
as testing, inspection, auditing and certification. To ensure that testing
and evaluation to IEC standards is done under the same conditions and
circumstances worldwide within the CA Systems with the goal of
achieving consistent results, these committees and expert groups are
defining common understanding and methodology (where necessary),
and documenting their results in decision sheets.

While in some areas, this process is already well managed with
involvement of both the CA System experts and the TC experts (see the
best practices employed by IECEx and TC 31), some other areas would
benefit from improvement to the current situation by creating a formal
quality improvement feedback path between the CA Systems and the
standards development TC/SCs with the objective of reducing the
number of decisions sheets by adapting the normative documents
themselves (as far as appropriate) with the ultimate goal of obtaining
higher consistency and reproducibility of CA results.
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AC/31/2017
The Officers of CA Systems and TC/SCs are expected to take
into account:

• The need for CA Systems to involve TC/SCs when
developing decision sheets;

• The opportunity for TC/SCs to comment on draft decision
sheets;

• The need for published decision sheets to be submitted to
TC/SCs in case it is necessary to clarify ambiguities or
correct errors in their normative documents;

• The opportunity for TC/SCs to communicate their feedback
about DSs to the CA Systems;

• The need to improve communications between all CA
Systems and the relevant TC/SCs by offering participation in
each other’s meetings, as is already the case in certain
areas.

It is at the CA System’s discretion when to implement a
decision sheet.

3. Actions for CA Systems and TCs/SCs



AC/31/2017
4. Procedure

IEC CA System
DS

IEC TC/SC

Substantial 
discussion
needed ?

Immediate 
acknowledgement

Relevant group

no

Evaluation

 within 4 weeks
of receiving DS

Report

yes

 within 4 weeks
of f2f meeting

Report

Secretariat

• Reject  with valid reasons
• Adopt   state how will be integrated

Secretariat
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Standards =     Quality

Conformity Proven 
Assessment Quality=

Confidence  =  Value

Consistent
believable =     World’s best practice
CA results
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